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An exciting time for Richmond Tree Stewards!
From the second resurrection when Norm Brown refused to let Tree Stewards
lapse, Norm’s dedication, tireless energy, and vision have brought us to where
we are today. And a large part of his ultimate vision for the Richmond Tree
Stewards was independence. As he was able to gather more and more dedicated tree lovers, and strategically put into place an energetic Advisory Panel
that could move the organization further, his vision is now being realized.
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Effective January 1, 2012, Richmond Tree Stewards
will become an independent organization.
TreeSAP is busily putting together the organizational documentation as well as
the policies and procedures that will become our guide into the next era.
Needless to say, we still intend to have a strong symbiotic relationship with the
Urban Forestry Division, as we continue to have projects approved through
them, and work to keep them apprised of what we are doing. Urban Forestry
continues to be a strong supporter of the Tree Stewards, especially since so
much of what we do complements their efforts to keep the urban canopy vibrant and growing.
We will be sharing more information with you all over the next few weeks, but
we wanted to be sure you were aware of this giant step that the Richmond
Tree Stewards are taking!

Many thanks to Norm whose energy and vision got us to this point!
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There is little in the architecture of a city that is
more beautifully designed than a tree.
— Jaime Lerner, former mayor of Curitiba, Brazil

News from TreeSAP and the Executive Committee
The treasurer reported that we have approximately $3000.00 available for planting trees this fall.
Our guidelines for appropriate planting locations are





Neighborhoods where trees are needed but the need is not likely to be met.
Where there is a specific environmental need (for example, watershed protection).
Where there are neighbors or organizations who might partner with us to care for the trees.
At the present time we only plant on city property.

If you are interested in participating in the planning and selection process, please contact Louise
Seals louise.seals@gmail.com or Suzette Lyon slyon10@yahoo.com.
Kitty Hart and Judy Ellis have agreed to coordinate Hospitality for our meetings.
Trees Virginia has an annual mini-grant program. This year we plan to request funds for a projector for use at classes and meetings. Previous grants have covered the cost of tools to be
used during training and door hangers to remind Adopt-A-Tree owners to water and care for
trees.
Jo Lee Kenney and Christina Woodson, along with other members of the most recent class, are
planning a picnic (details on the next page). All trees stewards are invited; invitations will also
be sent to the city arborists and to those who have taught classes for us.
We are looking for stewards willing to adopt a project. "Adoption" should be in the form of a project application. Here are suggestions:


Continue out reach efforts to encourage people to water trees.
It is not too late to save some trees that are looking poorly and we should strive to keep the healthy
ones in top shape.



STIHL Tour des Trees to benefit the TREE Fund, America’s largest fundraiser for tree research and
education. Riders in the event must raise funds to participate. As they travel there is a tree planting
event at each stop. They will arrive in Richmond on October 4, probably mid-day. Joel Koci has
asked for our participation - greeting the riders, providing educational materials for the public, etc.



Enrichmond Foundation has volunteers that are looking for projects. Can you create a projects for
volunteers during September or October or on Sept 11? Ivy removal and spreading mulch are sugges
tions. If you want to get some work done, the volunteers may be available.



Find pruning projects for our pruning blitz in the fall and winter. A pruning blitz is when we have pruning projects scheduled almost every week for a while, the idea being that some of them will fit into
everyone's schedule. We need to find areas where there are pruning needs (clearance or develop
mental) relatively close to each other. If you know of areas in your neighborhood, send the details to
slyon10@yahoo.com . If you are willing to go in search of pruning projects and create a list, that is a
project!

We will be looking for volunteers to prune trees during the Fan Parks Cleanup on Saturday,
October 22. and we are currently looking for someone to organize that project.
Spring 2012 class will start on the second Tuesday in January.

Richmond Tree Stewards Fall Picnic
By Christina Woodson
Norm Brown is a man with a mission: to unite Richmond Tree Stewards for an evening
of fine food, great games and cool company.

On Tuesday September 13th from 5:30 until 8:30pm the Round House in
Byrd Park will be the place to be to enjoy the company of old friends and
new. So pack up a favorite potluck dish and we will provide some delicious
refreshing beverages as we enjoy a late-summer picnic in the park.
Nick Feucht is planning some fun lawn activities for us and he invites folks to bring their
own games to share too. Play the Tree Steward Challenge and take home a fabulous prize,
or simply relax on the porch and socialize with your fellow Tree Stewards.
We are looking forward to seeing everyone there!
Please let us know you’re planning to come and feel free to direct any questions to Christina Woodson at 303-8601, jaimecat1@verizon.net or Jo Lee Kenney at 358-7333,
jolee.kenney@verizon.net.

View from the Round House in Byrd Park- a fine setting for a late-summer evening picnic.

West View Park Neighbors, Tree Stewards Join Forces
The neighbors of Westview Park in Richmond's West End contacted Tree Stewards for help because several trees that had screened this well-used corner park were cut during construction on
private property. On May 19 city Arborist Mike Mather and Tree Stewards Lisa Ferrel and Louise
Seals met with a half dozen of the neighbors to hear their concerns about the changes in the
park. Lisa agreed to work with Mike on a planting plan.
Here is an interview with Lisa by Louise about the planning process for Westview Park….
Q: What were the neighbors' goals for the park?
A: To replace trees that were taken down during construction.
Q: How did you settle on which species to recommend?
A: I met with two of the neighbors and we talked over coffee about what kind of trees they
liked and wanted.
Q: Which species did you recommend?
A: I recommended mostly native species such as Red Cedar,(Juniperus virginiana) and Mockernut Hickory (Carya tomentosa). Why? I discussed with the neighbors that this was a chance
for them to set an example and leave something for the next generations. I told them about
the benefits of natives such as food and shelter for wildlife. For example the berries on the
Red Cedar are a food source for birds such as waxwings. As we talked they realized that the
trees were going to give them more than just a screen.
Q: What were the main limiting factors you had to consider?
A: Space and money. To help with the cost the plan was made out in stages. The first being
the screen trees, next the larger trees and finally the understory trees.
Q: Now that the neighbors have the plan, what's next?
A: They are working on raising the money for the trees.
Q: You were asked to help them because after you became a certified Tree Steward, you
studied more and became a certified arborist. Do you think an experienced Tree Steward
could do a plan like you gave the neighborhood group?
A: Absolutely. The Tree Steward program gives you the knowledge, support and resources
to plan a tree planting.
Q: What did you learn during this project that you would like to pass along?
A: To trust in my passion for trees. Also communicate with the people that you are doing the
project with. This helps get the ideas going and everyone is contributing. It's not a solo
project.

This is the first time tree stewards have been involved in creating a planting plan.
Thank you Lisa !

TCD, ALB, EAB— Good reasons not to move firewood
If you have subscribed to our website you are aware that the Richmond area now has a quarantine for Thousand Cankers Disease (TCD). On July 21, 2011, Virginia Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services established a Thousand Cankers Disease Temporary Quarantine in an effort to prevent the artificial spread of this
disease to uninfested areas of the Commonwealth. Localities included in the quarantine are Chesterfield and
Henrico Counties and the city of Richmond. The quarantine prohibits the movement of all walnut plants and
plant parts, including logs, stumps, firewood, roots, branches, mulch and chips out of the quarantined area.
Read more at
http://www.vdacs.virginia.gov/plant&pest/disease-tcd.shtml

Ohio is the fifth state to detect the Asian Long Horned Beetle (ALB) , which was confirmed in June after an observant citizen reported finding unusual damage in three maple trees to an Ohio Department of Natural
Resources Division of Forestry service forester. Previous infestations sites, where the beetles are being successfully contained, include Illinois, Massachusetts, New Jersey and New York. The insect is present in Canada
as well. Here is an interesting article about tree climbers who inspect trees
http://news.cincinnati.com/article/20110722/NEWS01/107230309/Finding-destructive-beetles-tree-by-tree?odyssey=nav|head

And a success story - How Chicago got rid of the pest
http://na.fs.fed.us/spfo/pubs/misc/albsuccess/alb_success.pdf

And Virginia Tech announces a free online class with an e-mail beginning…” If you are not dealing with Emerald
Ash Borer (EAB) already, you soon will be. This little insect from Asia has been wreaking havoc on ash populations in the midwest and northeast and now has been detected in Virginia and neighboring states.”
Information on this course is available at
http://www.hort.vt.edu/eab
TCD, ALB and EAB diseases are all caused by insects that came to this country in wood products.
People help them spread rapidly by moving wood from one place to another.
Classes about these diseases are being planned for the public.
Sept 27th and Oct 4th from 6—8 pm. Details to be provided later.
Tree Stewards should be familiar with signs and symptoms of disease caused by these insects.
Can you match the picture below with the disease? Answers are on last page with photo credits.
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Brush up on Black Walnut ID, Juglans nigra

Leaf: Alternate, pinnately compound, 12 to 24 inches long with 10 to 24 leaflets (poorly formed or missing
terminal leaflet), leaflets are ovate-lanceolate, finely serrate, and 3 to 3 1/2 inches long, rachis is stout
and somewhat pubescent; yellow-green to green above, slightly paler below.
Flower: Monoecious; males are single-stemmed catkins, 2 1/2 to 5 1/2 inches long; females on short
spikes near twig end, yellow-green in color, appearing in late spring.
Fruit: Round, 2 to 2 1/2 inches across, with a thick, green indehiscent husk. The husk contains an irregularly furrowed, hard nut that contains sweet, oily meat (edible), mature in late summer to fall.
Twig: Stout, light brown, with a buff-colored chambered pith; buds are tan, and large with a few pubescent scales; leaf scars are 3-lobed, resembling a "monkey face".
Bark: Brown on surface, darker brown when cut, ridged and furrowed with a rough diamond pattern.
Form: A medium to large tree up to 100 feet in height that developes a straight, clear bole with a narrow
crown under competition, twigs and branches quite stout.

Looks like: butternut - Kentucky coffeetree - tree-of-Heaven - English walnut
Contents of this page are from….

A Request from the Department of Conservation and Recreation : Help get trees for our state parks.
Odwalla is donating $100,000 to state parks across the country to help parks buy trees to plant. The money
is divided between the states based on “votes” on the Odwalla site. For every tree vote designated for Virginia , we get $1 to buy trees. In 2009 Virginina finished in 2nd place; last year we fell to 5th place. Let’s
be first this year and get more trees.
To vote, you must have a code which is in the welcome kit available at participating state parks.
For more information go to http://www.odwalla.com/plantatree/

Bradford Pears in Shockoe Bottom Draw Crowds
According to Michael Dirr, professor of horticulture at the University of Georgia, the road to hell is paved with Bradford pears. But in Shockoe Bottom there are eleven Bradford pears that both people and birds flock to during July
and August. The birds are purple martins which roost in the trees for the night. The people come to see the birds
(not the trees).
Purple martins spend the day feeding on insects; at night they roost together in large groups. For some strange reason, a group of Bradford pears here in Richmond has become a night spot for the birds as the migrate to Brazil for
the winter. No one know why they chose this spot, but they’ve been using the same group of trees for at least 5
years. The show begins as the birds arrive in small groups, sometimes under the watchful eye of a peregrine falcon.
They circle over the trees waiting for everyone to arrive until they number in the thousands—27,500 at last count.
Just as it starts to get dark, like horses out of the starting gate, they head for the trees and settle in for the night. It’s
really quite a show.
The number of birds using the roost will begin to decline in a couple of weeks - they need to hurry on down to the
Amazon River basin. If you want to see them, come soon. Arrive in the bottom before sunset and look for the row
of Bradford pears just north of the Farmers Market.

Richmond Tree Stewards
The mission of Richmond’s trained, volunteer Tree Stewards is to promote and improve the health
of city trees to assure the city’s forest will survive and thrive. This is accomplished by increasing public awareness through community education, planning and planting for the future, and providing maintenance and care for young trees on streets and in parks. Tree Stewards work closely with Urban Forestry and with other organizations interested in the health of our community forest.
Visit our website at richmondtreestewards.wordpress.com
Contact us at richmond_treesap@yahoo.com
AND REMEMBER 
Photo Credits for pics on page 5: All three photos are from Bugwood.org
#1 ALB photo by Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources - Forestry Archive
#2 TCD photo by Ned Tisserat
#3 EAB photo by Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources - Forestry Archive

